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What Ebook Tops Readers are Saying about The United States of Adventure&�&�&�&�&� "Such a

refreshingly entertaining and honest style. A fantastic read!"&�&�&�&�&� "Brilliant, funny and inspiring."&�&�&�&�&�

had so many late nights because I couldn't put this book down!"&�&�&�&�&� "I felt as though I was cycling

along side Anna the whole way."&�&�&�&�&� "What a terrific story! What an incredible woman! I devoured

it."&�&�&�&�&� "This is one of those truly unputdownable books."BOOK DESCRIPTIONDisillusioned with

corporate London life and with no previous experience as a long-distance cyclist, Anna decides

to clamber atop a beautiful pink bicycle (named Boudica) and set out on an 11,000-mile

journey on her own, through each and every state of the USA.Dodging floods, blizzards and

electrical storms, she pedals side by side with mustangs of the Wild West, through towering

redwood forests, past the snow-capped peaks of the Rocky Mountains and on to the volcanos

of Hawaii. Along the way, she meets record-breaking grandmas, sings with Al Green at a

gospel service and does her best to avoid becoming a grizzly bear's dinner.The United States

of Adventure is a down-to-earth, heartfelt and hilarious account of an adventure through a

country well-known, but far less well-understood. It is a stunning tale of self-discovery told

through the eyes of a woman who couldn’t help but wonder if there was more to life, and more

to America too****This book was previously published as '50 Shades of The USA'

'A timely pocket guide to some to some good old-fashioned fun!' �Irish Examiner'A wonderful

collection of games, perfect for families and anyone looking to entertain kids - and not a screen

to be seen!' �Creative Steps --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the

AuthorKatie Hewett is the author of You're It and Cool Maths, and coauthor with Jo Pink of The

Bumper Book of Family Games. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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PrologueFor all its oddities, the desert is a serene and beautiful place. As my journey across it

gets underway, I settle into a rhythm: basin, fault, range. Up, down, along. I stop in the small

towns (if you can call them that) which appear on the horizon every 60 to 80 miles. Each

morning I wake at 4.30 a.m. and hit the road as soon as possible in a bid to beat the heat. I

revel in the precious hours just before sunrise, when the Great Basin is at its quietest, its

unforgiving weather systems still sleeping, and I could well be the only person on the

planet.Each day, I heave and haul myself up two or three small mountain climbs. My knees

ache, my legs are tired. My body is weightless but my bike is heavy, its bags laden with the

memories of the person I was before starting this journey, and the one I will be when it is all

over.I crest the first pass just in time to see the dawn light up a vast basin below. I stop briefly

to stare out across the flat plain, which stretches for 30 miles to the foot of the next mountain. I

look to the ghostly outlines of the peaks beyond, and wonder how long it will be before I get to

meet them too. During the day, I see lizards, chipmunks and small blue-grey birds that dance

playfully alongside me, twittering away. Every now and then a snake crosses the road in front

of me, slithering and wriggling like a possessed shoelace. As each day draws to a close and

the sun slinks below the horizon, the last of its rays collide with the dust from the surrounding

scrub and create a majestic haze, making the cinder landscape glow.Out here, I am miles from

anywhere, miles from anybody, but I don’t feel lonely. I am riding side by side with the ghosts of

the Wild West. I have the company of the spirits of miners, bandits and the pony riders of the

past. I am pedalling through their history, and into my own.

Part I

1The Sausage that Broke the Camel’s BackIt was approaching 3 p.m. on a very ordinary

Wednesday. I was sitting in an office on the outskirts of London, staring at the screen on my

computer. I had been trying, and failing, for the past 30 minutes to get the boxes in a

PowerPoint presentation to line up with one another, but they refused to follow my commands.



They were, it seemed, in cahoots with the little numbered circles who, despite my repeated

efforts, refused to grant my wish to have identical formatting. I can only assume that the

numbered circles appreciated the importance of maintaining a sense of individuality, of not

getting lost in the crowd – which was more than I could say for myself at that point.In a bid to

jazz up the view that greeted me for eight hours of every day, I had adjusted the settings of my

computer so that each programme was surrounded by a bright border of magenta. Usually this

small amendment to my daily vista brought about enough amusement to make it to 5.30 p.m.,

but not that day. That day, the magenta offered no salvation.I narrowed my eyes and sat

forwards once again, fuelled by a renewed determination. For a moment the presentation

boxes slotted into place and I rejoiced. Sweet alignment, hallelujah! Alas, the joy was short-

lived – moments later they reverted to their original, misaligned position and all hope was gone.

I slouched back in my chair and took a deep breath, fighting every urge to throw the computer

and its disobedient accomplices out of the office window.Just then, a train of thought rumbled

into motion and a soft voice asked me a question. It was almost a whisper. ‘What are you doing

here?’ it said.‘You are building a career, Anna,’ came the reply from another voice, which

sounded like that of my secondary school chemistry teacher.‘But are you building a life?’ said

the soft voice again. And for that I had no answer.At 27 years old, there were a number of

choices that had led me to that office block. After leaving secondary school, I had decided to

study psychology at the University of London. There, I mostly immersed myself in the world of

university and international rowing. After graduating, I decided that the life of an aspiring

Olympian felt restricted when there was a big world out there to explore. So I hung up my oars

and took a leap into the unknown.The unknown led me to believe that I might like to try a

career in advertising. The first issue with this plan was that I had nothing on my CV that was

remotely related to work – all my spare time had been dedicated to sport and, funnily enough,

it didn’t seem to matter to my prospective employer what my O2 max was or how fast I could

cover 2 km in a rowing boat. Still, if you don’t throw your hat into the ring, you don’t get picked,

so I applied to dozens of graduate advertising schemes, with varying degrees of success. In

one of my interviews at a high-flying digital advertising agency in south London, I was

presented with a banana and asked to ‘sell’ it to the interviewer in a ‘fascinating and thought-

provoking way’.‘You’ve got thirty seconds to make me believe that I need this banana in my life

– go!’I failed in selling that banana. In fact, I failed at getting accepted on to any of the graduate

schemes, but I was offered a role as a receptionist in a PR company based in Soho, west

London. Working in PR in Soho! I had made it! I was to be paid a meagre salary and live it up

in the heart of it all! Most importantly, I manned a desk that was situated behind a huge curved

wall of pink wood, a bubble, if you will. As queen of the bubble, my duties included greeting

clients as they came into the office, arranging meetings, running upstairs to turn computers on

and then off again, and keeping an eye on the guest toilet – which was next to my desk and

often (illegally) frequented by those in the company who needed a little quiet time for a number

two. I also had to make sure there were enough biscuits for each meeting. I always bought the

fancy ones with chocolate chips in because I liked to eat them too when no one was looking.It

soon became apparent that PR was a world I didn’t understand. Cold-calling spreadsheets of

journalists was my idea of hell. And, besides, people were mean. Or rather, they seemed

mean. It was likely that the journalists I was calling were rather busy and having a bumbling PR

rookie interrupt their day wasn’t entirely welcome. Still, there were some good eggs at the

company and some whom I really liked. Things went well and after six months I was promoted

from receptionist to account assistant, so I moved from my pink bubble to a desk upstairs.

However, I no longer had a say over the biscuits chosen for client meetings and I had to attend



things called development reviews. These reviews involved questions such as‘Where would

you like to be in four years’ time, Anna?’ Well, I guessed that I should want to be where the

account manager was sitting. Account managers were god-like mythical creatures, after all.

They had life figured out. They were doing things like getting married, buying their own homes

and going for lunches with journalists.‘I would like to be an account manager,’ I said, firmly.

Which, in a way, was true. I would progress; I would be paid more money. I would be happy.The

account manager nodded in agreement and looked back at her list of questions.‘And, what

would you say are your key weaknesses?’* * *Despite my assertion that I wanted to move on

up in the world of PR, a few months later it began to dawn on me that life in Soho wasn’t all it

was cracked up to be and perhaps I wasn’t cut out for a life of PR. The tipping point came when

I was assigned to ‘sell in’ sausages. I was a vegetarian at the time. I had been since I was six

years old, when I declared to my mum that ‘I like aminawls and I dunno wanna eat ’em’. I knew

as much about sausages as a bull does about ballet. If I managed to run the gauntlet of not

stuttering through my first few sentences on the phone to the journalist, and they had actually

been interested enough to hear more about said sausages, they would inevitably ask me: ‘And

what do the sausages taste like?’There would be a long pause, while I contacted the part of

my brain which fabricates information, and then I’d reply, ‘Oh, well, one is packed with nutmeg

and a little spice – it’s sooooo delicious. And the other flavour, the venison with smoky chilli,

well, that’s just divine. You really have to try them to see what I mean. May I send a packet to

your office?’This had to be rock bottom. I was lying about the taste of sausages. It wasn’t the

straw that broke the camel’s back – it was the smoked venison and chilli infusion sausage that

broke it.I jumped ship from PR and spread my wings to more general ‘marketing’. Again, I

applied for graduate schemes and, out of 1,800 applicants and following several rounds of X-

Factor-style auditions, I was one of six selected for a role at a large UK household brand. I still

have no idea why the recruiter chose me, but choose me they did.I was 23 years old. I had a

swipe card, a new laptop and it was time to start climbing the corporate ladder.* * *At my desk

on that ordinary Wednesday, I picked a piece of fluff out from between the keys on my

keyboard and inspected it. I discovered that it wasn’t fluff at all, but a piece of the baguette I

had eaten for lunch on the Monday that week. In a vain attempt to avoid working on my

presentation, I looked up and around. I was based in an open-plan office and there were

dozens of people milling about. I could hear desk phones ringing and the low hum of multiple

voices; someone was wrestling with the printer in the corner of the room, trying to free a

jammed piece of A4 paper. I knew most of these people and, more than that, I knew that most

of them loved their jobs – a fact that made it all the more apparent that I didn’t, not anymore

anyway. I was not the same bright-eyed graduate who had walked through the oversized glass

swing doors four years earlier. Life had changed a whole lot since then. Not just my mindset,

but my personal circumstances had too, which opened up a world of possibility.Eighteen

months earlier I had been in a long-term relationship. I thought it was a done deal. I was blindly

in love and living with the person whom I would spend the rest of my life with. Only, I made an

error all too common to those in love: I forgot to put myself first. So when things between us

began to falter, I shoved my needs further and further into the background, believing that I

could fix it if I could just make him happy. Unfortunately, he no longer wanted me to try to make

him happy. In fact, he could likely see that I was making myself miserable trying. It takes two to

tango, and he wanted out.In a last-ditch attempt to save our relationship after five years

together, I wrote him a letter. A handwritten, old-fashioned, ink-on-paper letter. It spanned four

A4 sides (front and back) and said everything I felt I needed to say. It spoke of all that we had

been through together in years of a stop-start relationship, one which rumbled on like a car



engine almost out of fuel – spluttering, jolting, lurching – but still just about moving forwards.

The letter spoke of my hopes, of my belief that we might have been able, and we still were

able, to make it.The words in that letter extended from my heart like branches of a tree,

desperately clinging on through the winter in the hope that it might see another spring. I did not

give up easily on anything in life, least of all the thing most important in it – love. I would not

give up on love, even though it had chosen to give up on me. I wrote the letter so that I could

look back and have no regrets. So that I could know that I had done everything possible to

make it work, and that if it wasn’t meant to be, I could let it go. Of course that letter was laced

with hope; it reeked of it. When I went to the apartment we shared together to collect the last of

my things, I left it propped on the mantelpiece, nestled against the smooth belly of a wooden

carved rhinoceros which he had bought me on a trip to Africa.A year and a half after the

inevitable breakup, I was an independent single woman who had rediscovered the joy of

putting herself first, and I craved adventure. The break-up had shattered me into a thousand

tiny pieces, but being in bits had opened me up to letting a little light back in. And now my life

was beaming. I was beaming. I had no one else to think about except me, so I started to think

about all of the things that made me happy, the moments when I felt complete, like the real me,

the me I was supposed to be. I soon realised that I felt like the best version of myself only in

the moments I was cramming into life around my day job. I would fill my weekends with

sporting competitions, I’d enter races abroad. I would take ‘holidays’ which involved swimming

down the coast of Croatia, or Greece, or cycling up mountains in the French Alps. These were

the things that made my soul sing.I wanted to travel, to see the world. To hike, run, swim, cycle

for thousands of miles into an endless horizon. Only… I couldn’t do that. Why couldn’t I do

that? Could I? And then I realised, I could. The only person making me be here was me. I was

here by choice. What a revelation! I could at any moment, entirely of my own free will, get up,

walk out of the door and never come back. I could even steal the entire box of teabags in the

communal kitchen while I was at it.That night I left the office (without having stolen any

teabags) and tumbled through the door to my house. I called up the stairs to check that my

housemate Ed wasn’t home. Ed was one of my friends from university and we had bought a

crumbling Victorian terrace house together last year in a bid to be ‘grown-up’. It was purely a

ploy to buck London’s extortionate rental prices and get ‘on the ladder’. There was no reply to

my call from Ed – I was alone.I laid a world map out on the living-room floor and began to

move around it, like a tiger stalking its prey. My mind was set on a cycling adventure

somewhere, but where? My stomach bubbled and fizzed with excitement. Within this map was

(quite literally) a world of possibility, a world of unknowns. I would be doing this. It was going to

happen. I hovered momentarily over countries, running through each of them that piqued my

interest. Africa? Dancing, big animals, dusty roads and deserts. India? Eclectic, vibrant and lots

of people. South America? Mountains, beauty, jungles and a little scary. And then my eyes

stopped on the USA.I looked from corner to corner, from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific, from

national park to national park, from mountain range to mountain range. And then I browsed the

big cities. But isn’t the USA just like the UK?! I wondered. Is it?! I mean, do I know that?

Beyond the bright lights of New York City and tourism adverts of Arnold Schwarzenegger knee-

deep in the Californian Ocean, how much do I really know about America? What about all that

space in between? The Midwest, the Deep South – what goes on there? I had absolutely no

idea. That settled it. The USA it would be. And logically it followed that I should travel through

all 50 states. There was no sense in doing things by halves, after all. In for a penny, in for a

pound. The challenge was set – I would cycle through all 50 states of the USA.* * *I decided it

would take me a year to save up for my cycling adventure. Over the months that followed, I set



about putting a plan into action. I paid close attention to the voices that screamed at me,

barking all of the reasons not to go. I never ignored them, and I felt that I should hear them out.

I needed those voices on my side by the time I left the UK or they would only drag me down.

Besides, those voices had some very valid points.I decided that the reasons not to go were

less scary when they were down on paper, in black and white, so I made a list of all the things

that could prevent the trip becoming a reality. The list was long. I had a good job for a start.

However, I decided that a job is only good if I deem it to be fulfilling, so perhaps I had a bad

job, after all. I would hand in my notice. I didn’t know anything about long-distance cycling or

how to fix bikes. I reasoned that I could learn that. I had no money. I concluded that I would

either earn more or spend less. Or do both. I was terrible at saving, so I would likely need to

find a way to do both. I had to tell my parents, and what if they didn’t approve? I hoped they

would, eventually, and if they didn’t then I had to be the master of my own happiness. Lastly,

and this was the ugliest one – I had a mortgage. Yikes. I decided that I could rent out my room

to cover my portion of the mortgage payment.Suddenly, as if by magic, all those reasons not to

go didn’t really seem like reasons at all. In fact, when put next to the terrifying notion that I

might carry on with an unfulfilled life, they weren’t terrifying one bit. The reasons were

pussycats. They were no match for the sensation that came from having made the decision to

leave. I felt in control. I had purpose. I had a mission. From that point on, the adventure clung to

me. It was by my side through every struggle. It was my guiding light in the darkness of the

resistance I faced. Nothing mattered more than it. I was going on an adventure and no one was

going to stop me.I took a second job in a local bike shop and for nine months I worked seven

days a week. From Monday to Friday I was a marketing manager, and on Saturday and Sunday

I was a sales assistant in my local bike shop. My marketing job was easier. Being on your feet

in a shop from 9 a.m.–6 p.m. with only a short break for lunch was exhausting. The second job

meant I didn’t go out and I didn’t spend money. I learnt how to fix bikes and received a discount

on cycling equipment. Win. Win. Win. On the downside, I gained a bit of weight in those nine

months. I was sleep deprived, not doing any exercise and living on a diet of baked beans,

cheese, toast and croissants. But the pounds that piled onto my body mirrored those that were

stacking up in my bank accounts and so that made it okay.A few months down the line, I bit the

bullet and handed in my notice at work, giving my boss six months’ warning. Colleagues told

me I was crazy to do that. ‘They’ll fire you!’ they said. But I decided that it was important to be

honest and to give my boss a decent amount of time to replace me in the team. Just because I

didn’t think that my job was what I was supposed to be doing with my life didn’t mean I didn’t

like the people I worked with – they were the only reason I’d not left sooner.It was around that

time that I decided to tackle what was quite literally the mothership of all barriers – telling my

parents. I was racked with guilt of the worst kind – middle-class guilt. How could I turn around

to my parents and say: ‘Mum, Dad, thanks for everything you’ve done for me in life, for the roof

above my head, for the university education ’n’ all – but really I’d just quite like to go and ride

my bike and sleep in a tent’?! But that’s exactly what I did. Mum, prone to worrying as mothers

are, gave a surprisingly positive initial response. ‘You’re going to cycle the fifty states? That’s

fantastic, Anna!’‘Is it?! Yes, it is. Thanks, Mum.’‘Because I am going to come and drive fifty

states behind you. In a van.’There was a long pause while I checked her face for signs of a

joke. This was no joke.‘Mum! You cannot drive behind me for all fifty states. That is so uncool.’

She looked hurt. Eventually Mum came to terms with the idea, and we settled on my parents

coming to see me in the final state of the journey – Hawaii. Yes, I dangled the Hawaii carrot. All

mothers are calmed by the dangling of a hula-dancing, volcano-erupting, Mai-Tai-drinking,

Pacific-paradise Hawaii carrot. In truth, I felt a certain amount of guilt about the worry I would



no doubt bring to her in the months to come. It ate me up inside to think that after all she had

done for me I was about to put her through months of sleepless nights. But I resolved that I

couldn’t take her worry from her – all I could do was my best to minimise it.In between work in

the bike shop and the day job at the office, I sat up late into the night on my laptop, building a

website for the journey, planning the route and researching what kind of kit I might need for all

the seasons I would be passing through. Deciding on a route was the most challenging part of

all the planning. But in a sick way, I loved it.I decided to draw stars on a map of every location

in the USA I wanted to visit, then I placed some tracing paper over the top and traced a line

through each of the stars. I say traced – I traced and retraced and traced again. Have you ever

tried to draw a semi-continuous line through the 50 states of the USA?! They should add it to

the Mensa test. Thankfully, there was an organisation called Adventure Cycling Association

that had some cycle-friendly routes already mapped out, so I stuck to these where I could. It

was like a never-ending game of Tetris. Just when I thought the blocks were stacked up so high

that I might explode, one would slot into place, followed by another, and another, and I saw a

way through to the next level. I am a planner at heart, after all, and being a planner means I get

to be excited about the prospect of a journey ahead of time, and then again while I am on it.

Planners get to double down on excitement.When I sat back from my trace-a-thon, I was

greeted by a very long, wiggly line – a line that was 16,000 miles long. It took in every nook

and cranny of the states and saw me heading down to Florida’s Key West for a little cocktail

time. I realised that 16,000 miles was too far to cover within the six months my visa would

allow, so I went through the soul-destroying process of hashing out sections of the route, of

cutting corners and missing out certain national parks. Oh, how my soul wept.By the time I was

satisfied, I had a route that was 11,000 miles long. To sum it up, I would begin with a little pedal

in Alaska. I would then fly to Seattle on the west coast of the mainland US and complete a very

long wiggle all around the country to Dallas, Texas. And from Texas I would fly to Hawaii. It was

a route that terrified and excited me in equal measure. I would aim to average 75 miles per day,

with extra time allotted for days exploring some of the big cities and resting. I also added a few

contingency days to the schedule – because it was likely that there would be many disasters

en route. As an added bonus, and seeing as how I would be working every hour God sent in

the lead up to landing in the states, I decided that I would spend a month ‘warming up’ in

Canada. It would be a month to ease myself into life on the bike, and it would perhaps serve to

settle my ever-growing nerves too.Somewhere in the midst of all the planning, I had also

decided that going off on this big adventure to fulfil my own life was all very well and good, but

that it had to serve a purpose beyond that. I thought about the new direction in which I’d

chosen to take my life, and how grateful I was to have even considered a big adventure as a

possibility. So I decided that I would visit schools along the journey – one in every single state if

I could – to talk to the kids about how beautiful their country is, to encourage them to cling on

to everything in life that makes them happy and to dream up big ideas of their own.The final

piece of the puzzle was to select my companion for the journey, a trusty steed that would carry

me through my darkest days. I did some research, read many cycling blogs that made my brain

hurt and came across a few brands – Surly, Santos, Koga, Genesis – which most seemed to

trust for round-the-world journeys. I have always liked Dutch people and they sure do know

how to ride bikes, so I went with the Dutch-made Santos. An aluminium, long-framed bicycle

beauty. When I went into the shop on the south coast of the UK to discuss my final

requirements for the bike, I was asked to pick a frame colour. I scanned those on offer on the

wall – blues, reds, bright greens, yellows, whites…‘Which colour do most people go for?’ I

asked the shop owner.‘Dark green or black,’ he replied.Urgh. How dull.‘Why do they choose



such dark colours?!’ I asked, half in disbelief, half wondering if the ‘happy colours’ were more

expensive.‘Oh, well, they like to blend in, to not be seen when they’re camping, et cetera,’ said

the man.Sod that, I thought. I have not come here to blend in. I am not going to the USA to

blend in. I will blend in no longer.‘I’ll take the pink one,’ I said firmly. ‘And I shall name her

Boudica.’In one sense, the aim for the 50-state journey was simple: I would do what I believed

would make me happy and I would do it every single day to see how that felt for a while. I

would put myself, ultimately and selfishly, first. Yet, in another sense, this journey was just the

tip of an iceberg. My plans and intentions were the only parts visible to others. Lurking beneath

the surface, hidden from daylight, was a frozen mass of complex emotions. An unfulfilled

dream to be an Olympic athlete. A failed relationship. An overwhelming belief that I had more to

contribute to the world. And so out of multiple inadequacies, the journey rose like a triumph.I

wondered what I hoped it would bring me. Perhaps I would find that elusive thing called

inspiration? Perhaps I would find what I was supposed to be doing with my life? Perhaps I

would find love? Although I wasn’t sure I was ready for that. Perhaps I would find lust? I would

settle for lust, at least. Perhaps I would find a place where my restless mind could be at peace?

I hoped that I would find all of these things. Whatever my hopes, whatever the reasons, one

thing was true: I had to go.* * *I should have known better than to have my leaving party two

nights before I was due to fly. In 28 years of life, I thought that I’d have grown wiser, that I’d

have moved beyond letting the excitement and free flow of champagne and company of long-

time friends get the better of me. But at 4 a.m. I was lying in a bush at the end of my parents’

road in south-west London. I had spent the whole taxi ride from Fulham expressing my deep

disgust that a work colleague, whose face I had attempted to attack with my own, had politely

declined my advances. Fancy that. After exiting the taxi and deciding that a wee couldn’t wait

the extra 40 steps to the house, I had attempted to relieve myself in a lucky nearby bush. Alas,

the bush was behind a calf-height wall, so I’d fallen backwards over the wall, into the bush.

Legs akimbo, pants down, chuckling to myself. Upon righting myself, I decided that this was

probably a good time to go for a ‘TC’, a tactical chunder, as my peers termed it. Not being

much of a drinker, I wasn’t really versed in such late-night endeavours, but I’d heard it was the

thing to do when one realises one’s alcohol consumption has gone a little beyond redemption,

and, in my case, I was far beyond that.The following morning, I opened my eyes to a world of

pain. I lifted my leaden head off the pillow and tried to calm the sloshing of cerebral fluid inside

my brain, which was matched by a sloshing sensation in my stomach. I felt a wave of nausea

build and lunged for the en-suite toilet, depositing whatever remained in my stomach into the

ceramic bowl, with a topping of bile for good measure.That day I was supposed to be packing

and sorting out all the last-minute important stuff for seven months away from home. Instead, I

spent the entire day in bed. Well, half in bed and half clutching the toilet. That in itself was

terrible behaviour, but it was made even worse by the fact that my friend Lydia, who would be

joining me for the first part of the 50-state journey, had now arrived at my parents’ house. I had

invited her over to ‘get the last-minute things sorted’. But Lydia was now hanging out with my

family downstairs while I secreted champagne from every pore in my hot and stuffy teenage

bedroom.Mum seemed more upset than usual at my alcohol antics. She, quite rightly, didn’t

approve of hangovers as a general rule, but today there was an extra look of disdain in her

eyes. At 6 p.m. I managed to crawl out of bed and present myself for what Mum had told me

was going to be a ‘special dinner’. As I swayed and swallowed down a final attempt from my

body to eject any form of evil, Mum led me to the dining room.‘Ready?’ she asked.Ready for

what? I thought. But I nodded all the same as she shoved open the dining-room door to reveal

my entire family, plus Lydia, sitting around the table. The room was dripping with Christmas



decorations. Great swathes of tinsel were suspended from the ceiling, stars were pinned where

the picture frames usually hung and I spotted our Christmas tree in the corner of the room,

laden with sparkles and fairy lights. The table was covered in everything you would expect of a

perfect Christmas dinner – stuffing balls, crispy roast potatoes, parsnips, cranberry sauce,

turkey. And in front of each person’s place was a cracker. I looked at Mum, and then at the rest

of my family, who were already fully in the mood and wearing paper Christmas hats.‘Well, I

realised that you were going to be away for Christmas this year,’ Mum said, ‘so I thought that

we’d have our own Christmas while you were still here.’It was 30 June 2013, the start of

summer and as perfect a time as any for my last pre-adventure supper in the UK.

The Pants Of Perspective: A 3,000 kilometre running adventure through the wilds of New

Zealand, The United States of Adventure: A life-changing Journey by bike through every state

of America, Llama Drama: A two-woman, 5,500-mile cycling adventure through South America

(Anna's Adventures Book 3), Bedtime Adventure Stories for Grown Ups, Did Not Finish:

Misadventures in Running, Cycling and Swimming (DNF Series Book 1), The Buddha and the

Bee: Biking through America's Forgotten Roadways on a Journey of Discovery, Back on My

Bike: How Cycling Transformed My Life after Sixty, Unchained: One Woman, One Bike, One

Dream... One World, Not Tonight, Josephine: A Road Trip Through Small-Town America, If I

Live Until Morning: A True Story of Adventure, Tragedy and Transformation, Anna's Adventures

Boxset: Books 1 - 3: The Pants of Perspective, The United States of Adventure, Llama Drama.,

Broken Open: Mountains, Demons, Treadmills And a Search for Nirvana, Old Men Bicycling

Across America: A Journey Beyond Old Age, The World at 10 MPH : A Masterful Prenup

Leads to a 3-Year 33,523-Mile Bicycle Adventure, Only When I Step On It: One Man's Inspiring

Journey to Hike The Appalachian Trail Alone, The Twenty-Ninth Day: Surviving a Grizzly Attack

in the Canadian Tundra, Out and Back

KME, “A welcome respite from the negativity that dominates America right now. At a time when

America is divided by a leader who promotes negativity and self-interest rather than unity and

community, this book is a welcome respite. Thank you so much Anna for your ability to see the

good in every place and person you encountered. Your view of America is such a stark contrast

to mine, tainted over the last few years by the juvenile behavior of politicians and the

deplorable actions of those who believe that America is only for the white and native-born. I

highly recommend this book as a reminder of what truly makes America great.”

Timothy J. Dale, “Disappointed........11000 miles was not enough.. I have read many books

about cycling across the US. With few exceptions most are simply a collection of the cyclists

daily journals. Some delve into history, psychology, sociology, nature, etc......This book does

that but in the language of a talented writer that keeps you wanting more. . My only

disappointment is that I have finished the book and thus the journey.”

Un:Marked, “The Greatest Discovery. A wonderful trip of discovery. After all the scenery, the

critters, the weather, the dangers, Anna's experience reveals the essence of America. It's not

the soaring mountains, the gaping chasms, the endless deserts or rivers or corn fields. It's the

people -- or more correctly, the persons. For America is not one person multiplied 300 million

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/leaxE/The-United-States-of-Adventure-A-life-changing-Journey-by-bike-through-every-state-of-America


times, it is 300 million persons. Overwhelmingly good, caring persons. Turn off the TV News,

step away from the political rallies, stop looking at the many and start to focus on the ones, and

you'll find, as Anna did, there are just a whole lot of good neighbors out there.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Cycling by words & pictures.. I really found this book hard to put down.

Started during lockdown for Covid19, I then continued reading into the small hours and

beyond, long after we were into level 2!!The story is riveting and as the landscape & weather

changes, so too the excitement of her adventures. The people she meets whether by plan or

incident, are amazing! The wildlife and scenery are breath taking. But it all comes to life

because of Anna's amazing way with words and the memories from her heart! I can't wait to

read more of her amazing undertakings, as though cycling 50 states is not enough!!”

Donna T., “11,000 miles IS a long way. Having done a long distance solo trek, while in the

midst of it I thought, “Hey, this would be a great book.” But the distance between the event and

the page is huge. The author was able to reconstruct the journey and not bore the reader with

minutia. (Like a hiking book I tried to read that was essentially “I took seven steps and turned

north at the third rock near the big tree...”). I think she has great potential to write with humor

and alacrity. My only ding would be the story about the rotten turkey. The description, while I’m

sure it was an accurate re-telling of the event, was a little sophomoric and did not add to the

story.But, who am I? I still haven’t even started my book....”

Sandy, “Great Story!. I loved this book and was a bit sad when it ended. This is the first book I

have read by this author, but I'm glad she has written more. As a Californian it was interesting

to see America from a different perspective. I have ridden some of the roads she writes about

in Oregon and California, and it was nice to relive those rides through her writing. I marked

some pages of rides that I would like to do in the future- and also which ones to skip! Thanks

for a great book.  Looking forward to reading more in the series.”

Sonia, “Great adventure book, good storyteller. This is a great story from an amazing and

strong woman. I like her motivation, the need yo quit your routine and daily job and go wild to

see the world. Most importantly, to feel ALIVE.A journey worth to live, worth to tell and worth to

read. The only thing that put me off sometimes was her description of people or places through

(in my opinion) too much British eyes. A bit naïve or judgemental, I am not quite sure.

Descriptions of places are sometimes well written and others just are a tiny mention and keeps

with the insider thoughts. I guess there is so much you can described about the different

landscapesOverall is a great reading and inspires you to find your own meaningful live,

although not many people could quit their jobs for months and live with their savings.I wish

Anna to keep living her dreams without letting any Dream Dumper to dump her dreams (or

anyone's)”

Tina, “5* all the way. Oh Anna another amazing book weird writing the 1st book 2nd but then

you are not the normal run of the mill girl!!Dont just think about reading this book, if you are

interested in running, cycling, adventure the great outdoors then you HAVE to buy this book

and "The pants of perspective" Anna's advedntures and therefore her books are such great

books (I have had sooo many late nights cos I cant put the books down its unbeleivable.

ANNA MCNUFF YOU ARE A BLOODY AMAZING INSPIRATION!”

G V Rooke, “Discontented and frustrated? Get out there and move!. This is a great trilogy of



books. Not only a great way to travel vicariously to places I am never likely to be able to visit

myself, but a philosophical journey too. Anna has developed a refreshing life view through her

adventures - there is no didacticism here, no finger wagging or quasi-religious schmaltz but

plenty of inspiration and motivation if you want it (or need it). She makes a better happier life

seem attainable - that's one of the most important gifts anyone can give.”

Dr. Rob, “Always a good read for the armchair traveller. Good reading and great adventuring -

especially if one is an old fart like me who's adventuring days are not quite over as Im in China

living and working, so plenty of time to read a good book which this is.”

Miss Sally, “It’s amazing what one lass can achieve!. A really honest, funny and inspiring read

about more than just an adventure. It doesn’t shy away from the lows, captures your

imagination on the highs, brings out the characters (good and other) along the way and simply

makes this journey come to life. It speaks volumes for what one person can achieve if you just

(wo)man up and don’t settle for the ‘ok’ and seek out the awesomeness that this world can

offer each of us. I just want that lightbulb moment too, but have to settle for reading about other

people’s just now. Thank you Anna for having the (girl) balls to get up, get out and

adventure...and then write it all down so we can relive it with you!”

The book by Anna McNuff has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 465 people have provided feedback.
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